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By Marnie Ann Pacino

Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Marnie Ann Pacino (illustrator).
251 x 224 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Entertaining a
large group of children in a classroom setting is no easy task! Teachers, room parents, and scout
leaders constantly struggle with limited time and resources while trying to capture the imagination
of today s elementary school kids. Author and illustrator Marnie Ann Pacino has come to the rescue
with her second Cool Party, Mom! book, The Classroom Edition. Written with volunteers and
educators in mind, The Classroom Edition is packed with school-friendly games and activities;
inexpensive craft projects; and easy holiday snacks ideas. Along the way, you ll find entertaining
trivia, fun facts, and useful tips to help you plan your classroom celebrations! The Classroom
Edition is organized like a school calendar, starting with the first day of September and covering
every major holiday of the school year with plenty of fun days in between! When is National Kazoo
Day? How do they celebrate Christmas in Greenland? Can you really balance an egg on its end
during an equinox? Why should I remember to Never Eat Soggy Waffles ? Where did April...
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Reviews
Excellent e book and beneficial one. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You are going to like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Pr of. Tr iston Smitha m V
I actually started out looking at this book. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I am just happy to inform you that here is the greatest
ebook i have read through within my personal daily life and could be he best book for possibly.
-- Miss Myr tice Heller
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